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In this contemporary look at the world of workbenches, Lon Schleining takes us on a guided tour of

a wide variety of classic, modern, and specialty benches and offers hundreds of options for

choosing or building that perfect bench and its accessories.  This is a fresh look at the classic

subject with a focus on helping readers find the right bench and accessories for their needs. The

object is to guide the reader through making critical choices, including whether to buy it or build it. 

Even long-time woodworkers dream of the perfect bench and the time to build it, and for them, the

real enjoyment is in the planning. With nearly 300 photos and drawings, this book provides in-depth

information along with the inspiration to fulfill workshop dreams.
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After years of wanting my own dream workbench, I finally took the plunge and began building one

this year. My workbench is a slight variation of one of the workbenches profiled in Mr. Schleining's

book and I couldn't be happier with it.This book covers many different designs of workbenches from

traditional style benches, to European, to more modern workbenches (suited for the woodworker

that uses more power tools). What I liked most about this book is that it not only covers some of the

nation's most well-renowned woodworkers' workbenches, but Mr. Schleining also goes into great

detail why their respective benches work.Mr. Schleining does an excellent job of getting you to think

about how you work in your shop to come up with your dream workbench. This is not a cookbook



packed with a ton of plans. Instead, Mr. Schleining includes plans that are representative of today's

styles such as Tage Frid's bench, the New Classic bench (modern), windsor chair maker Mike

Dunbar's traditional bench (complete with wood screw vises), Niall Barrett's no-frills bench, and a

Sam-Maloof style bench.Each bench profile gives details on how to build the bench. But more

importantly, Mr. Schleining arms you with a wealth of information to customize each bench to your

liking, giving you the benefits and drawbacks for each design and add-on. For example, for those

who wish to have cabinets under their bench, Mr. Schleining notes that his helps to add mass and

storage space to the bench. But it also may impede your ability to clamp certain work pieces to your

bench. Other examples include comparisons between wood and steel vise screws, round versus

square dog holes, tool trays versus no tool trays, and a host of other feature comparisons. In

addition, Mr.
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